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Philosophers and theologians of the past have generally treated Being as a mere intellectual conception. Hence its study has usually failed to bring either life or enthusiasm, and has rarely been of an uplifting nature. The present volume, while a comprehensive history of the idea itself, is also an attempt to bring Being to the People—to those who are sick in mind and body and need such communion for their salvation. The author treats the subject, not as an abstraction or the plaything of philosophy, but as the great Reality in and by which we live and move.

The introductory chapters open a vista of views into Being never before attempted in the literary history of the world—showing that the "openness" of mind necessary to its proper comprehension is to be found chiefly among those simple minds which historically antedate our present civilization. Then follow in chronological order all known definitions of "Being" and philosophies of the Absolute, with lucid and instructive commentary. As Librarian of the Astor Library, New York, Professor Bjerregaard has especial facilities for the obtainment of such knowledge.

The author concludes with an historical summary of the various conceptions of the subject and gives what is thought to be a new form for "Being" suited to the needs of present-day humanity.
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THE ANTECEDENT LIFE.

BY ALEXANDER WILDER, M.D.

It is my deep-seated conviction that our ability to form an idea is itself proof that that idea is in some manner true. I do not know how I came by this notion, but it seems to me intuitional. The powers of the mind are so limited that we can form no conception of whatever is of itself impossible. We do not ourselves originate what we make or think, but only copy and reproduce in physical form prior realities—ideas which came with the spirit from its home in the eternal world.

There is a point at which what is usually called science must stop and give place to a higher faculty of knowing. The endeavor to set metes and bounds to the universe is certain to fail; and the operations of the cosmos, moral as well as physical, we may not hope to comprehend within our limited scope of vision. There will come hurricanes to blow down our ephemeral superstructures, and even earthquakes to overturn the foundations themselves. All that we learn by corporeal sense and include by the measuring-line of our understanding belongs to this category of the unstable and perishing.

The attempt to build a scientific tower of Babel, to reach to the sky and be a symbol of the true, will always result in confusion of speech among such builders and their dispersion apart from one another. When they pass the boundaries of their horizon they find themselves embraced in a chaos and void of great darkness, which they declare to be unknowable. In due time the hail comes and sweeps away their structures.

Knowledge is in no proper sense a collection of gleanings from one field and another. Nor is it a compound, more or less heterogeneous, from numerous specifics. It is an energy
—over all, transcending all, and including all. It pertains to the faculty of intellection rather than to that of understanding; it is not a boon from the world of time and limit, but is of the infinite and eternal. It requires no cerebration for its processes, but may employ the corporeal organism for its mirror and medium.

Science, as commonly defined, is concerned with things which are apparent to the senses; intellective knowledge is the perception and possessing of that which really is. What we truly know, therefore, is what we have remembered from the Foreworld, wherein our true being has not been imprisoned in the region of sense. It consists of motives, principles, things immutable. Such are charity or love, which seeketh others' benefit; justice, which is the right line of action; beauty, which means fitness for the supreme utility; virtue, which denotes the manly instinct of right; temperance, which restrains every act into due moderation. These are the things of the eternal region, which true souls remember in the sublunary sphere of the senses; and, thus remembering, they put away the eager desire for temporary expedients and advantages for that which is permanent and enduring.

"Where your treasure is," says Jesus, "there will your heart be." Our knowledge is our treasure. What we know we possess. It can never be wrested from us, or forgotten. It is of us, bone of our bone and flesh of our flesh. Knowing all things that are truly good—love without selfishness, justice without perversion, beauty which is beyond superficialness, virtue which is no mere outside negation or artificial merit, temperance which is the equilibrium of the soul—we include them all, and have our home and country in that world where they are indigenous and perennial. They are the constituents of our being. Flesh and blood will never inhabit that world, nor will anything that is the outcome of flesh and blood long endure. But these essentials of life will never change or perish; and those endowed with them will be as enduring as they. However they may be circumscribed by space, temporal conditions and limitations, they live in eternity. Death will not extin-
guish their being. They live where death had never a place, and they will continue after the scorpion shall have given himself the fatal sting.

The heavenly abode of spirits and divine beings is by no means geographically distant and distinct from the regions occupied by those existing in the external world. Indeed it is more than probable that the dead, as they are designated in common speech—those who are disbodied—often cling even abnormally to the earth and its ways; and that they who have labored zealously for an aim or enterprise continue their endeavors. The demise of the body can hardly be regarded intelligently as changing any element of the nature, character, or even acquired quality, but only the form of existence. We have read with admiration the exquisite utterance of the little verse that "that which went was not love." We may add to it that that which dies is not man. The body is by no means the personality, but is purely adventitious. When it has accomplished its purpose, or has become unfit, it is discarded like an implement that is broken or a garment worn out.

It is not necessary to die in order to become superior to the conditions of material existence. The same causes which brought us to the corporeal life are very likely to continue. The condition must, therefore, be exceeded, or else, like the weed which is cut off by the hoe but not uprooted, we will appear in some other way.

We may hardly regard it as good form to speak of immortality and eternity as conditions to be entered upon after death. Life beyond the grave, when considered under that aspect, is a mirage of the fancy. The eternal life has nothing in any way to do with the grave. We may obtain a better conception of it when we contemplate eternity as boundless and unconditional, yet comprising all that is finite and conditional. It signifies nothing which relates to time and duration, but only to that which pertains to itself. As the heavens are beyond the earth and yet include it, so Divinity is above and beyond and yet contains within its grasp all the spirits of men.

The eternal life is therefore spiritual and divine. It pertains
to the psychic nature, to the soul, which is from the Divinity, and which, while in a manner objective and apart, is participant, nevertheless, of the divine nature and quality. Emanuel Swedenborg has set this forth admirably. Acknowledging that God is love, he describes love as the life of man. Thus we are in the eternal world, every one of us; and believing this, we have the eternal life in full possession. Whether, as denizens of this earth, we live or die, it is all the same: we shall be in the embrace of Deity as we have always been.

Life is not shut up wholly in the things of time and sense. The spirit of man never dwelt in the body in its entirety, but is of the world beyond. Only a part of the soul is ever developed in the physical existence—in some more, in others less. Its real habitation is, as the Apostle has described, “not made with hands, eternal in the heavens.” It extends into the body, as though with antennae, and so we are able to think, live, and attempt to act. We are likewise able to perceive real truth by that intellect which is above the understanding; to divine, and to receive, even into the external consciousness, perception from the Foreworld. The philosopher Jacobi wisely declared that “in moral feeling there is a presentiment of eternity.”

The vail which seems to be interposed between the temporal existence and the life which we are living in the eternal world is more apparent than actual; clouds that hide the sun from our view are not placed in the sky for that purpose, but arise from the earth beneath. If we did not ourselves drink the Lethean draught—if we did not project from ourselves the sensuous obscuring into the sky above our heads—we might even now behold the Real, which is both the ideal and eternal.

I am very confident that what is generally described as intuition, insight, inspiration, is this sub-conscious and super-conscious intelligence. It has been explained by the most gifted of philosophers as a remembering, a reproducing, and bringing anew into consciousness of what we knew in the Foreworld. It is from the very core of our being, and belongs to that sphere of life to which we have become to a great degree forgetful, if not even alien. Yet there can be no activity with-
out it, any more than there can be action without the direction of the will.

As the soul and superior intellect are antecedent to sensation, the intuitive thought is not perceived by the consciousness. Having little to do with cerebration, it does not wear away the brain-matter. It pertains to a life that is lived beyond the physical sense. It is a state of illumination rather than a receiving of messages from supernal powers. Indeed, we may regard ourselves as safe in affirming that there really are no new revelations. The same Word that ordained light to exist never ceases so to ordain. The world may vary in form and aspect, but that Spirit which upholds it is always the same. Whoever will ascend in his interior thought beyond the changing scenes will know and will mirror in himself the unchanging.

Better than any achievement of wonderful powers is that wholesome condition of the mind and affections which produces as its own outcome those sentiments and emotions of justice and reverence, those deep principles of unselfish regard for the well-being of others, which evince the person himself in every part of his being as pure, good, and true.

In the simple worship of the older Persians, homage was rendered by each to the pure law of living, to the good spirits that inspired and protected him, and to his own soul. The aim of life and the essential substance of that ancient faith were the integrity of the soul, its wholeness and oneness with Divinity. That old doctrine, that the true man venerates his own soul, is to me very attractive. A fragment of the Hadokht Nask, a book of the old Persian Sacred Writings now lost, represents the Divine Being, Ahur-Mazda, as relating to the prophet and priest Zoroaster the story of the journeyings of the soul after the separation from the corporeal structure. For three days it remains at the head of the body as though expecting to resume the former functions. All the while it is chanting praises and enjoying the most exquisite delight. It then sets out for the celestial home, regaled all the way by fragrant breezes. Arriving at the Bridge of Judgment, there appears a figure like a beautiful maiden, invested about with supernal
light, elegant in form, comely and vigorous as a youth of fifteen, with wings, pure as the purest things on earth—

"Then the soul of the righteous spoke to her:
‘What maiden art thou, most beautiful guardian?’"

Then answers the form:

"I am the very life, O youth, which thou hast lived—thy pure thought, thy holy speech, thy worthy action, thy merit embodied in thyself. Every one loves thee for thy greatness, thy goodness, thy excellence, thy resistance and triumph over evil. Thou art truly like me, who am thy pure thought, holy speech, and worthy acts. I was beloved already, and thou hast made me more beloved; I was beautiful before, and thou hast made me more beautiful still. Thou makest the pleasant more pleasant, the fair yet fairer, the desirable yet more desirable; and me, the one sitting on high, thou seatest still higher by thy pure thought, thy holy speech, and righteous action."

Here we have a representation of that superior principle of our being and its station beyond our mundane nature in the world. We have likewise a suggestion of the untold benefits attained by the soul from its incarnation and upright conduct in the earth-life. Our personality is still in the eternal region, our individuality here. We may seem in this world to be rich and overflowing with abundance, whereas in our diviner nature we may have become as needy as Lazarus at the gate. A man with treasures and jewels of which he knows not the value is as poor as he would be without them. The one who believes, who knows his tenure of citizenship in the celestial region has the life, is of the eternal world which the other does not see or know.

Thus death is not the ultimate outcome, the great reality of existence. The human soul is infinitely more than a vagrant in the earth, an orphan wandering from Nowhence to Nowhither. It is like the bird entering at one window, flying about for a time, and passing out at another. It comes from the eternal home and will return to it, enriched with manifold experiences and more worthy of the Divine Lord.

Thus existing in communication with both worlds, the con-
ception is by no means visionary that the person may transmit knowledge from the one to the other, and be the intermediary for imparting vivific energy from the superior source which shall be efficacious for the restoring of the sick to health. We may not unreasonably doubt as historic verity that such a man as Jesus lived upon the earth, but we cannot intelligently dispute that maladies were healed and other wonders wrought, as described in the Gospels, “by the finger of God.” Like the electric force by which so much is accomplished, yet of which so little is really known, the power which is commonly described as miraculous is capable of achieving wonders that will hardly be credited.

Many are like the bat and the owl, able only to see clearly in the twilight but blinded by the sun at noonday. The eternal world, however, is not shut away from us by inaccessible doors or hidden by impenetrable darkness. The pure in heart can see there; and the love of goodness, enthusiasm for the right, unselfish motive and conduct, exceed the limitations of time.

Our own consciousness often reiterates the testimony of pre-existent life. We have a psychal memory which reminds us that what we are we have been somewhere for ages. There are remembrances of this, which awaken now and then with all the vividness of reality. When we enter into communication with a superior mind, we perceive ourselves in a manner passing over our usual limits and in some degree passing into the All. We apprehend in a manner what we may become, and have a deeper sense of what we really are. In all this there is the prophecy of what we shall be, interblended with our actual other-world subsistence. The fruition comes when we perceive the moral quality to be the real vital energy. Love, which redeems from selfishness and bestiality and exalts to ideal excellence, is the basis of life and creation, and includes all that is, was, and will be. Further we may not know.
The Philosophy of Mental Healing.

By LEANDER EDMUND WHIPPLE.
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" . . . It stands at the head of the list of metaphysical explanations of mind cure."—Hartford Times, Hartford, Conn.

"The method of presentation is rational and logical—a systematic outline of the basic laws of Mental Healing."—The Christian Metaphysician, Chicago.

"The book is much the most logical and comprehensive effort that has as yet been made in print to furnish a practical exposition of the theories of the mind-cure people."—The Northwest Magazine, St. Paul.

"The author's presentation of the subject is calm and dignified, free from cant, and hence commends itself to the consideration of thoughtful people. To many who have been looking for a reliable and logical presentation of a subject which is forcing its way into public notice this book will be a welcome visitor."


"The writer of 'The Philosophy of Mental Healing' . . . has produced a work worth reading by the most learned, for it displays scientific learning on every page. This book is worthy of a place in any scholar's library."

—The Baltimore Methodist.

"A remarkably interesting chapter of the work is that entitled 'How Mental Action Causes Disease,' in which the effect of the mind upon the body is illustrated by familiar examples. There is a constant temptation to quote, in turning over the pages of the volume, but we must leave interested readers to enjoy the work as a whole. Meanwhile, we commend it as the most valuable contribution to the literature of mental healing yet given to the public; dignified in tone, clear and definite in statement, and logical in its conclusions."—Boston Evening Transcript.

"Mr. Whipple gives a clear, practical, and scientific exposition of mental action, and proves himself master of the subject. His definitions are scholarly yet concise; his deductions therefrom are profound and, at the same time, simple. Chapter IV., on 'Progress of the Age,' deals with universal ether and mental telepathy, and is absolutely fascinating in the suggestions it awakens of the limitless expansion of the mind of man."—The Rostrum.

"This is a valuable work on a subject the importance of which is often overlooked, but is here presented in an able, lucid, and logical manner that cannot fail to convince the thoughtful of the power of mind over the body."—Banner of Light, Boston.
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THIS is an exceedingly able and lucid treatise by a well-known New York journalist, who writes from the basis of many years' experience in examining and testing the efficacy of Metaphysical methods of healing. It is entirely impersonal and impartial in its treatment of this most important subject, and makes its principal tenets perfectly clear. It shows the self-evident absurdity of the various fallacious opinions that have arisen in the popular mind mainly through misunderstanding of the subject, candidly admitting and honestly defending the scientific character of the movement intelligently considered from the basis of the facts of demonstration.

We believe it will be a source of more light on the subject, and do more good among "sceptics" who have not before had the subject properly brought to their notice, than any similar work yet published.

It should be distributed in hundreds by every one interested in any phase of Mental Healing. Special rates for quantities for sale or distribution made known upon request.
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The Birth and Being of Things:
CREATION AND EVOLUTION.

By ALEXANDER WILDER, M.D., F.A.S.

THE problem of existence has always a place in every thoughtful mind. Why? Whence? Whither? are questions that everywhere arise. The endeavor of the author of this little book has been to help to a satisfactory solution. Following a method of reasoning and illustration peculiarly his own, yet seeking to confirm his propositions by abundant reference to other writers of every shade of sentiment, Dr. Wilder has succeeded admirably in the attempt. Accepting the hypothesis of evolution, instead of an arbitrary fiat of Divinity, this treatise disregards the agnostic rule to inquire no further, but resolutely yet reverently proceeds to declare the Cause. The author holds that creation does not date with a beginning in time, but is a process in constant operation. His book should find a place in every library.
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The chief purpose of this book is to aid in freeing children from theological falsities, and to give them the true scriptural idea of an Infinite Presence as immanent in each and all. The value of right thinking in the religious instruction of youth cannot be over-estimated. In this work the necessity of correct ideas is pointed out in the clearest possible manner; and the responsibilities of the home in regard to the individual, and through the individual to the State, are considered in a new light and methods suggested.

The author is President of the Woman's Educational Union of Boston, and is a writer of note well fitted for intelligent treatment of this important subject. Her book should be read and studied by every mother and every educator in the land—indeed, by all who are charged with the care and instruction of the young.
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This book is intended to serve a threefold purpose:

(1) It gives a concise history of Philosophy, Law, Theology, and the Physical Sciences, showing how each department of learning became in turn the dominant ideal of educational institutions, and tracing their descent from the ancient Greeks, through the Roman period and the Middle Ages, down to modern times.

(2) On this historic basis it explains the present state of academic study and teaching, pointing out defects and suggesting remedies.

(3) It outlines a true and consistent ideal for the Universities and Academies of the future; to which is added a brief encyclopædia of all sciences, theoretical and technical.

This work is indispensable to the student seeking a safe guide amid the existing chaos of science and art; to the academic teacher who would know his proper place in the growing organism of sciences; and to the philanthropic and intelligent reader who desires advice as to the best method of realizing a true educational reform.

"The Ideal of Universities" is the result of twenty years' study, observation, and travel. It has been translated from the German by the author, who, in the English version, has made many additions and improvements on the original.

Dr. Brodbeck was originator of the World's Parliament of Religions (Chicago, 1893) and a member of its Advisory Council. He and his work have received the indorsement of the Royal University of Stuttgart, Professor Wundt of Leipzig University, Professor Zeller of the University of Berlin, and many other leading educators throughout the world.

No library is complete without this valuable contribution to the cause of education.
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By ALBERT ROSS PARSONS.

"A book not only novel in its arrayed facts but charmingly told, and so full of suggested novelties as to be highly entertaining"—Chicago Inter-Ocean.

"A great deal of curious information is woven into this exposition of the book of revelations as contained in the pyramid."—Rocky Mountain News, Denver, Col.


"Its speculations are certainly very interesting."—Portland Transcript.

"'New light from the Great Pyramid' is a work by a gentleman whose careful scholarship claims our profound respect. In the present volume he takes us far into the fog of Biblical interpretation and symbolism, finding a passage of scripture that fits every event of history, and making discoveries in the Zodiac's relation to human affairs. To those who have taken a dive or two into occultism, this book will prove a bonanza of learning and suggestion. Mr. Parsons has produced a work that is rich and suggestive. The volume will give you enough to think of for the next three months."—New York Herald.

"The author's subjects are legion, and they are treated with a great wealth of quotation both in prose and verse. The themes of the book are those of the highest and most enduring interest to mankind."—Brooklyn Eagle.

"The reading of Mr. Parsons' book has been to the present writer both edification and instruction. It appeals to thought and imagination, reaches out to vast ranges of speculative inquiry, while it is charged with references and suggestions of a historical character and of a scientific and moral import. The author appeals to the imagination as the poet and the seer are apt to do; but he writes as a thoughtful man, whose researches and acquisitions commend him to every earnest seeker after light."—Freemason's Repository, Providence, R. I.

The work contains a map both of the surface of the Globe and of the constellations in the heavens, with numerous rare and significant illustrations of great value.
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